COLOR RANGE
For best results in maintaining color range uncool from several packs at a time... at an angle... as shown.

These bricks have been inspected and graded to our standards for this particular type of brick. If you have any questions regarding the quality of these bricks contact the selling company or agent immediately.

USE CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE.

WARNING
BRICK DUST GENERATED DURING DRY SAWING, GRINDING, DRILLING OR CRUSHING OF BRICK MAY CONTAIN CRYSTALLINE SILICA. CRYSTALLINE SILICA IS REPORTED TO BE A POTENTIAL HUMAN CARCINOGEN AND AN INHALATION HAZARD TO THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM. WET SAWING OF BRICK IS RECOMMENDED. CONSULT THE MSDS FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

CLEANING
DO NOT USE MURIATIC ACID OR PRESSURE WASHER
Step 1. Keep wall as clean as possible during construction.
Step 2. Use PROSOCO products for cleaning new brick construction.
Step 3. Dilute cleaners following instructions on product label and product data sheet.
Step 4. Always test an out-of-the-way area for suitability and results before overall cleaning.
Step 5. Soak the masonry with clean water before applying cleaner. This keeps the cleaner on the surface where it can do its job.
Step 6. Follow product label and product data sheet instructions for applying cleaner. Don’t let the cleaner dry into the surface.
Step 7. Rinse cleaner off the surface with clean water. Rinse slowly and thoroughly, using plenty of water.

USE APPROPRIATE SURE KLEAN® NEW MASONRY CLEANER OR EQUAL EQUIVALENT
Sure Klean® 600 Detergent
Concentrated, general purpose cleaner for new brick construction.
Sure Klean® Vari-Trol®
Concentrated, cleaner for light-colored and other brick subject to metallic staining and colored mortars.
Enviro Klean® Safety Klean
Low-corrosion, concentrated cleaner for new masonry. A safe alternative to traditional acidic cleaners.
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Product Name
MADISON

Product Code
H121MC64

Size
MODULAR

Strap Count
106

Package Count
530